Abstract-A class of decoding algorithms that utilizes channel measurement information, in addition to the conventional use of the algebraic properties of the code, is presented. The maximum number of errors that can, with high probability, be corrected is equal to one less than d, the minimum Hamming distance of the code. This two-fold increase over the error-correcting capability of a conventional binary decoder is achieved by using channel measurement (soft-decision) information to provide a measure of the relative reliability of each of the received binary digits. An upper bound on these decoding algorithms is derived, which is proportional to the probability of an error for dth order diversity, an expression that has been evaluated for a wide range of communication channels and modulation techhiques. With the aid of a lower hound on these algorithms, which is also a lower hound on a correlation (maximumlikelihood) decoder, we show for both the Gaussian and Rayleigh fading channels, that as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases, the asyniptotic behavior of these decoding algorithms cannot be improved. Computer simulations indicate that even for low SNR the performance of a correlation decoder can be approached by relatively simple decoding procedures. In addition, we study the effect on the performance of these decoding algorithms when a threshold is used to simplify the decoding process.
I. INTRODUCTION 
B
LOCK codes have been the subject of a considerable amount of research in information theory. General coding theorems [I] , [2] and sophisticated implementation techniques [3] - [5] have been developed for these codes. In general, though, when dealing with binary codes, the decoding techniques developed assume a channei whose output is also binary. For many communication applications this assumption is not necessary, and furthermore, as indicated by the coding theorems developed for binary input channels with J(> 2) outputs,' there is a significant loss in performance when just a binary output is assumed. The subject of this paper is to extend the binary decoding techniques previously developed to channels where more than just a binary output is available.
A block diagram of the communication system of interest is shown in Fig. 1 . Each sequence of K binary information digits is assumed to be encoded into a block of N binary digits denoted by X = X, ,X2,. . .,X,. These binary digits are fed into a data modulator, which determines the transmitted waveform x(t). When a binary channel is assumed, the data demodulator produces a sequence of N binary Manuscript received January 15, 1971 ; revised April 30, 1971 . Some of the results in this paper were presented at the IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, Noordwijk, the Netherlands, June 1970.
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1 For example. if we consider the additive noise Gaussian channel for low SNR;, ihe improvement for J > 2 can be seen from the random-coding exponent [6] . For high SNRs it is necessary to use the expurgated exponent to verify the improvement possible.
digits, Y = Y,,Y,;.., Y,, which is based on the received waveform y(t). In our case we shall assume that the data demodulator will supply the binary sequence Y and, in addition, a sequence of N positive numbers denoted by a = cLl,cL2;+*, c1 will be supplied. These positive numbers, N called the channel measurement information, will be used to provide a measure of the relative reliability of the received binary digits. Thus, if c(~ > ~~~ the decoder shall assume that Yi is more likely to be correct than Yj. Each value of a, can thus be viewed as a confidence value on the reliability of each received digit. Since the decoder is fed both the sequence Y and the sequence a, we no longer have a true binary decoder.
For many applications the abstraction of channel measurement information is a relatively simple matter. For example, if we assume that the magnitude of the decision statistic of each received digit is monotonically related to the probability that the digit is received correctly, the required channel measurement information can be obtained by simply replacing a l-bit output device (commonly a hard limiter) by a J-bit analog-to-digital converter. Thus the first (sign) bit of the analog-to-digital device yields Yi and the remaining J -I bits specify each ai. This type of information is also commonly referred to as soft-decision information since a decision output of more than one bit is retained.
An early example of the use of channel measurement information with block codes is given by Wagner decoding [7] , [8] and its generalizations [9] , where channel measurement information is used to extend by 1 the error-correcting capabilities of a code whose minimum distance is an even number. Recently considerably more sophisticated approaches for using channel measurement information with block codes have been developed [lo]- [14] .
Actually channel measurement information has been used to increase the efficiency of communication systems long before errorcorrecting codes were considered. Fdr fading channels a common method of increasing the reliability is to transmit the same signal N times [i.e., a trivial (N,l) code is employed] and combine the N analog outputs received. As has been pointed out previously [15] , [16] , this straight diversity combining approach is far inferior to a coding approach that utilizes channel measurements in the decoding process.
The decoding algorithms that are to be presented are attractive since they are applicable to all block codes for which a binary decoding scheme exists and can double the error-correcting capabilities of a given code. That is, for high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), the probability of error for a given code of minimum distance d behaves as a code capable of correcting d -1 errors, rather than L(d -1)/2] as is possible for straight binary decoding.2 This result, which is asymptotically the best one can do, will be shown to be true for fading channels as well as the additive noise Gaussian channel.
II. A CLASS OF DECODING ALGORITHMS
In this section a class of decoding algorithms that utilizes the information provided by the sequence a = CI~,CQ, * . -,a, is presented. These algorithms are designed to work with any binary decoder that can correct up to L(d -1)/2J errors3
The binary decoder will determine the codeword X,,, = xm1,xi2, * * * JmN, which differs in the least number of places from the received sequence Y = Y,,Y,, . . . ,Y, provided that this difference is not greater than L(d -1)/2]. The sequence that contains a 1 in the places where Y and X, differ, i.e., the error sequence, is given by where the notation @ represents modulo-2 addition. If we define the binary weight of a sequence 2, as w(z~> = 5 Zmi, i=l (2) will be found. (The assumption that the binary decoder is a bounded distance decoder is for convenience only. The performance of these decoding algorithms will surely not be degraded if the binary decoder is capable of finding a codeword when (3) is not satisfied.)
A complete4 binary decoder can be defined as a decoder capable of finding the codeword that satisfies
m where the range of nz is over all possible codewords. This decoder differs from a conventional binary decoder given by (3) in that a codeword will always be obtained even if the error sequence of minimum binary weight has more than L(d -1)/2J 1s in it.
In a similar manner we can define a complete channel measurement decoder as one that is capable of finding the codeword that satisfies min W,(Y 0 X,).
(5) m
In this case we are concerned with finding the error pattern Z, = Y @ X, of minimum analog weight,' where the analog weight of a sequence Z, is defined as W,(Z,) = i aizmi. i=l (6) the function of a binary decoder is to find the codeword, or equivalently the error sequences, that satisfy Just as a binary decoder attempts to achieve a performance close to a complete binary decoder, the channel W-G) 5 L(d -1)/21.
(3) measurement decoders to be described will attempt to
The binary decoder will find a unique codeword if the achieve a performance that is close to that for a decoder inequality given by (3) is satisfied; otherwise, no codeword that satisfies (5) . In Section III we will show that for certain 2 [(d -1)/2] denotes the greater integer less than or equal to 4 This decoder is a maximum-likelihood decoder [2] when the Id -1)/2. channel is a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability ncl 3 Fo;'some codes a BCH decoder [5] can correct up to ~(2 -1)/2] y . " errors, where dis less than the code's true minimum distance d. If such 5 The term "analog weight" is used to signify that the binary digits in each error pattern are weighted by their corresponding confidence a binary decoder is used, the channel measurement decoding algorithms values. As noted earlier, this channel measurement information need still apply as long as we replace d by d.
not be analog values but can be quantized to several bits. channels the decoder given by (5) can be made equivalent to a maximum-likelihood decoder.
The basic concept behind the channel measurement decoding algorithms can be illustrated with the aid of Fig. 2 . A geometric sketch is shown, which illustrates the binary distance between four codewords X,, X,, Xc, X, and the received sequence Y. Each codeword is surrounded by a sphere of radius L(d -1)/2J. Thus, a unique codeword, or equivalently a unique error pattern, is obtained by a binary decoder if the received sequence is within one of these spheres. In our case there is a unique error pattern Z = Y @ XA within the sphere of radius L(d -1)/2J, which surrounds Y. The objective of the channel measurement decoder is to use a binary decoder to help obtain a relatively small set of possible error patterns rather than just one error pattern and choose the error pattern of minimum analog weight as defined by (6) . The set of error patterns considered is obtained by perturbing the received sequence Y with a test pattern T, which is a binary sequence that contains l's in the location of the digits that are to be inverted. By adding this test pattern, modulo-2, to the received sequence a new sequence CONFIDENCE LEVELS a Y'= Y@T (7) is obtained and by binary decoding a new error pattern 2 is obtained. The actual error pattern relative to Y is given by
which may or may not be different from the original error pattern depending on whether or not Y' falls into the sphere of a new codeword. For the class of algorithms under consideration, the received sequence will always be perturbed within the sphere of radius d -1, which surrounds Y. A flow chart for decoding with channel measurement information is shown in Fig. 3 . All the decoding algorithms to be discussed will conform to Fig. 3 . However, the actual set of test patterns used in each decoding algorithm will become progressively smaller. Since these decoding algorithms are to be used with a binary decoder capable of finding a codeword only when (3) is satisfied, it is possible that no legitimate error pattern will be found for a given algorithm. Under these circumstances the estimate of the codeword is given by the received binary sequence despite the fact that this sequence is surely in error. For this particular algorithm a very large set of error patterns is considered. In fact, we consider the entire set of error patterns within a sphere of radius d -1 about the received sequence Y shown in Fig. 2 . Thus, all possible error patterns of binary weight less than or equal to d -1 are considered. Since the selected error pattern is determined by its analog weight, not its binary weight, it is quite possible to select an error pattern with more than L(d -1)/2] members and thus extend the error-correcting capability of Fig. 3 
Algorithm 2
For this algorithm a considerably smaller set of possible error patterns is considered. Only those error patterns with no more than L(d -1)/2J errors located outside the set, which contains the Ld/2J lowest channel measurements, are considered. The error patterns now tested contain no more than (d -1) errors, but we no longer test all possible error patterns with (d -1) or less members.
A set of test patterns, which generates all required error patterns, is given by letting T have any combination of 1 's, which are located in the Ld/2] positions of lowest confidence values, i.e., the Ld/2] positions with the lowest channel measurements. Since there are 2Ld/21 possible test patterns, including the all-zero pattern, there are at most 2tdi2' error patterns considered by this decoding algorithm and generally much less. Note that if the initial error pattern Z has a binary weight of 1, then all test patterns of binary weight less than or equal to L(d -3)/2J will yield Z, = Z. This particular algorithm has the smallest set of possible error patterns and yet has the same asymptotic error performance as Algorithms 1 and 2. Computer simulated performance of these algorithms for the Golay code shows that Algorithm 3 is somewhat inferior to Algorithms 1 and 2. Nevertheless, this particular algorithm requires less computation than the previous algorithms and thus in some applications may be more desirable. This is especially true for codes whose minimum distance is large since the number of test patterns grows only linearly with the minimum distance of the code.
Decoding With a Threshold
The previous decoding algorithms can be modified to accept a given error pattern only if it satisfies a certain criterion, which is obtained by comparing the analog weight of the selected error pattern to a given threshold. The threshold that we will find useful is based on the analog weight of a test pattern Tk, which has k l's located in the positions with the k lowest confidence values. With the use of this threshold, denoted as W,(T,), the decoding algorithms described in Fig. 3 are modified so that we decode 8 = Y @ Z, only if W,(Z,) I W,(T,); otherwise, we decode 8 = Y. The allowable range of threshold variable k is 0,l; * *, N. A threshold based on k = N will, of course, have no effect on a given algorithm since all error patterns must have an analog weight less than or equal to W,(T,). On the other hand, a threshold based on k = 0 will have a significant effect since only error patterns of zero analog weight, i.e., a zero-weight syndrome, can be accepted.
The use of a threshold enables one to simplify a given decoding algorithm since only error patterns that satisfy the threshold criterion are accepted. For example, if Algorithm 1 is used with a threshold based on k = L(d -1)/2j, only error patterns with O,l, . . . ,L(d -1)/2] (nonzero) members can satisfy the threshold. Since there is only a single error pattern with up to L(d -1)/2j members, which can be obtained by a conventional binary decoder, only the single test pattern T = 0 need be used with this modified algorithm. In Section III bounds on the performance of the various decoding algorithms are obtained as a function of the value of k used in the threshold.
A further application of decoding with a threshold is obtained by noting that the data that is decoded as 2 = Y must be in error. There are various communication applications where receiving incorrect data is significantly worse then receiving no data at all. For applications of this nature as well as feedback communication links (ARQ systems) and some iterative coding schemes, the use of a threshold based on channel measurement information can be quite effective.
III. ABSTRACTION OF CHANNEL MEASUREMENT INFORMATION

A Waveform Receiver
In Fig. 1 a model of a communication system was described. In this section we will be concerned with how the channel measurement information is obtained from the receiver waveform given by y(t).
In Fig. 4 a simplified diagram of a waveform receiver is shown. The received waveform contains information on values of the N binary digits in the coded sequence x1,x2,*. . ,X,. This information is abstracted from y(t) by the N decision filters shown on the figure. The output of these decision filters is a weighted decision statistic. The decision statistic, denoted as vi, is assumed to be of a form such that the decision rule for a given digit Xi is confidence value for each received binary digit Yi is defined as the magnitude of the output of the decision filter, and Gaussian channel the decision rule for a correlation decoder thus is given by given by ai = (WiVil.
The exact form of these decision filters depends on the form of the transmitter signals and the type of channel that the signals are transmitted over. The analysis of the decoding algorithm is in terms of these weighted decision statistics and thus applies for any situation where the waveform receiver can be cast in the form shown in Fig. 4 . Of course, if the decoding algorithm is to perform successfully, these decision filters must be designed in a manner such that the magnitude of the weighted decision statistics represents meaningful confidence values on the received binary digits.
Binary Antipodal Signaling Over the White Gaussian Noise Channel and the Rayleigh Fading Channel
For the Gaussian channel an estimate of Xi is obtained from the ith decision filter, which is assumed to be matched to a waveform of energy E, which is used to represent the value of Xi. The output of this matched filter is
where ni is a component of additive noise Gaussian process whose (single-sided) noise power per hertz is given by N,. The variance of n, is max 2 wivi( -1)X,< m i=l (14) is equivalent to selecting the codeword that maximizes P(WV 1 X,,,). In general, for a given channel the decision rule given by (14) may not be the maximum-likelihood estimate but nevertheless is applicable to any waveform receiver of the form shown in Fig. 4 .
To relate the above decision rule for a correlation decoder to that given by (5) , (14) is first divided up into a summation over those i such that Xn,i # Yi, denoted as the set S',,,, and those i such that .Xmi = Yi. Thus, the decision rule given by (14) can be written as max rig;,, lwivil -J& lwiuill* m m (15) We can now rewrite (15) in terms of ai given by (10). Furthermore, we can sum the first term over all i by subtracting off those terms in the set S, that are added to give max Lagi % -2 iz 4. m m
Since the first summation term above is the same for all codewords, maximizing (16) is equivalent to minimizing the following expression min C cl; = min 5 uiZrni I min W,(Z,),
,n icS, m i=l m
where the right-hand side of (17) follows from the observa-2 tion that Z, = Y @ X,,, has a 1 in those places where and the SNR for this channel is defined as i E S, and Z,,,i = 0 for i $ S,. Thus, we have shown that the decision rules based on (5) and (14) are equivalent for y = E-= -; . 2ni2 (13) any channel and, furthermore, for the white Gaussian 0 channel, complete channel measurement decoding is equivalent to maximum-likelihood decoding. In this case the decision filters have been chosen such For the Rayleigh fading channel we assumed that the that complete channel measurement decoding as defined waveform used to represent Xi is perturbed by (Rayleighby (5) is equivalent to maximum-likelihood decoding [6] . distributed) multiplicative noise denoted as ri in addition To prove this assertion, we first note that for the white to the additive white Gaussian noise. Assuming the mag-nitude of the Rayleigh noise (as well as the phase of the received signal) is known, the output of the ith decision filter when chosen to maximize P(WV 1 X,) is given by
The average SNR for this case is still given by (13) when the multiplicative noise is normalized such that yi' = 1. The general problem of choosing the decision filters and analyzing their performance has been pursued in the past [17]- [23] by those concerned with the reception of (uncoded binary) signals over a multichannel or channel where there are several received noisy versions of the transmitted signal, such as is the case for diversity reception. For multichannel reception the outputs of the decision filters are summed (diversity combined) in order to obtain a single decision statistic for the transmitted signals. For the reception of a block of coded binary data, as in our case, the outputs of these decision filters are viewed as the inputs to a channel measurement decoder. We will be able to show that an upper bound on the decoding algorithm can be obtained in terms of the error probability for multichannel (diversity) reception. This result is quite useful since there are many articles, the previous references [17]- [23] being just a sample, on evaluating the error probability for multichannel reception for a wide range of communication channels and modulation-demodulation techniques. The results of this section are summarized as follows. Lemma 1: The decision rule for a complete channel measurement decoder given by
and that of a correlation decoder given by max $J wiui(-1)X,< m i=l are equivalent and applicable to any waveform receiver of the form shown in Fig. 4 . For the Gaussian and Rayleigh fading channel a waveform receiver can be chosen such that the above decision rules are equivalent to maximumlikelihood decoding.
IV. THEOREMS ON DECODING WITH CHANNEL MEASUREMENT INFORMATION
In this section several theorems on the probability of error for decoding with channel measurement information are given. In determining an upper bound on the probability of a block error for a group code, we can, without loss in generality, assume that the transmitted codeword is the all-zero sequence [3] , [6] . Thus, if the weighted decision statistic wiui is negative, the received binary digit Yi is not equal to Xmi. The upper bounds to be presented in this section will be written in a form that assumes that the letters Xmi of the transmitted codeword X, are all zero.
The fundamental theorem of this section, which is proven in Appendix I-A, is as follows.
Theorem
times the probability that a set of d weighted decision statistics has a negative sum. Since this probability is also the probability of error for a system with dth-order diversity, this upper bound can be written as P,(block) <
=O 1 P,(dth-order diversity). (19)
The upper bound given by Theorem 1 applies to all waveform receivers of the form given in Fig. 4 , providing that P,(dth-order diversity) is the same for all possible sets of d weighted decision statistics. A sufficient condition for the above to be true is that the set of wiui be statistically independent. Assuming statistical independence the bound given by Theorem 1 can be simplified further by the following lemma.
Lemma 2: The probability of an error for dth-order diversity can be upper-bounded by P,(dth-order diversity) < (e-aw")d, for any i, > 0 (20)
for statistically independent weighted decision statistics. The angular brackets are used to denote the average over the weighted decision statistic WV. The proof of Lemma 2 follows directly from the application of a Chernoff bound [2] , [6] .
In Section II we introduced the concept of modifying Algorithms 1-3, as well as correlation decoding, by accepting an error pattern only if its analog weight is less than or equal to a threshold based on the sum of the lowest confidence values, denoted as W,(T,). In Appendix I-B the following theorem on decoding with a threshold is proven. 
where
is the probability of a bit error before decoding. This is as expected since a threshold of zero does not allow for any error correction regardless of the strength of the code.
This lower bound is valid for correlation decoding, Algorithms 1-3, and also is a lower bound on the probability of an undetected error when any of the above decoding procedures are used with a threshold of W,(T,), where k = O,l;..,N.
An interesting property of Algorithm 1 is obtained when this algorithm is used with a threshold of W,(T,-,). If an error pattern satisfying the threshold is selected by this algorithm, it is exactly the same error pattern that would be selected by a correlation decoder. Note that those error patterns not considered by Algorithm 1, but considered by correlation decoding, must have an analog weight greater than W,(T,-,) since they are patterns with more than It -1 (nonzero) members. If we define the undetected block errors as those block errors where the selected error patterns have an analog weight less than or equal to the threshold, we can write the following theorem.
The bound given by (26) is quite loose in that it is even valid for the probability of an undetected block error for a threshold of zero. In this case a block error can only be made if the selected error pattern is incorrect and has zero weight, or equivalently, the received binary sequence is exactly equal to an incorrect codeword.
Theorem 3: The probability of an undetected block error for Algorithm 1 used with a threshold of W,(T,-i) yields a lower bound on the probability of error for a correlation decoder.
The theorems derived thus far are fairly general in that they apply to any waveform receiver of the form given on Fig. 4 and apply regardless of how useful the actual channel measurement information is. In the remainder of this section we shall evaluate the bounds derived for the specific waveform receivers discussed in Section III. The effectiveness of the channel measurement decoding algorithms will be demonstrated by first comparing these bounds with the performance of a maximum-likelihood decoder and finally comparing the performance to that of a conventional binary decoder.
A. Performance for the White Gaussian Noise Channel
This theorem follows directly from the observation that For the Gaussian channel the weighted decision statistic the calculation of probability of an undetected error for is given by (11) and the SNR per transmitted letter is given Algorithm 1 only includes those block errors that are also by (13) . In order to account for the redundancy in codes of made by a correlation decoder and does not include those different rates, we shall use the SNR per transmitted bit of block errors made by a correlation decoder when the analog information in our bounds. This normalized SNR is given weight of the selected error pattern is greater than W,(T,-1). in terms of the data rate R L= K/N as A lower bound on channel measurement decoding, which will be useful in determining the asymptotic behavior of these decoding algorithms, is obtained by noting that a block error will be made if the received binary sequence is exactly equal to an incorrect codeword. Under these conditions there will exist one incorrect error pattern of zero analog weight and thus a block error will be made for (27) In terms of yb we can write the bit error given by (24) as p = s:,,, (3;;) dx A Q(J2y,R).
P,(block) > ndpd(l -P)~-~.
Algorithms l-3 and correlation decoding. The lower bound given by the probability of this event can be written in With the aid of (28), the lower bound given by Theorem 4
terms of d(m,m'), the binary distance between X,,, the can immediately be written in terms of yb as tra;Ismitted codeword, and another codeword X,,Z,, as P,(block) > ndQ( ~'2y,R)"( 1 -Q( J~JJ,R))~ -d,
P,(block) > C pd(m,m')( 1 -P)~-~@,'~'),
For the Gaussian channel as the SNR increases the Wl'#m asymptotic behavior of this lower bound can readily be where, as noted previously, p is the probability of a bit shown to be of the form error before decoding.
For a code of minimum distance d we shall use nd to Pe(block) -exp {-YJR~ + 0hJl1~ (30) denote the number of codewords that are exactly a distance where o(yJ is defined as a function that goes to zero as d away from the transmitted codeword. Note that for group yb -+ x.
To evaluate the upper bound given by (19) in Theorem 1, we must evaluate P,(dth-order diversity) = Pr where for the white noise channel each Gaussian variable is identically distributed and statistically independent. The above probability is given by P,(dth-order diversity) = Q( J2dy,R)
with an asymptotic behavior given by (30). These results yield the following theorem. Theorem 5: For the white Gaussian noise channel the probability of an error for Algorithms l-3 and correlation decoding is bounded by ndQ(h~,R>~(l -Q(J2yb~>>~-~ < P,(block)
As the SNR increases, the asymptotic behavior of the upper bound and lower bound is the same and is given by P,(block) N K exp (-y,dR), (34) where K = exp [ -y,o(y,)], which is a "weak function"
Of -?b.
Since the lower bound given by (26) is also a lower bound on a correlation or, in this case, a maximum-likelihood decoder, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1: For the white Gaussian channel the asymptotic behavior of the probability of error for Algorithms l-3 is the same as that for a maximum-likelihood decoder.
Another corollary, which follows directly from Theorem 2, is as follows.
Corollary 2: For the white Gaussian noise channel the results of Theorem 5 and Corollary 1 also apply when a threshold W,(T,), with k 2 d -1, is used for Algorithms l-3 and correlation decoding.
B. Performance for the Coherent Rayleigh Fading Channel
For the fading channel the weighted decision statistics are given by (18) and the normalized SNR is given by (27) .
In order to evaluate the lower bound given in Theorem 4, we need to calculate the value ofp in (24) , which is [ 181, [23] P = S[l -PI, (35) where the value of p in the above expression is given by Thus, the lower bound on P,(block) is (38) The above expression decreases algebraically with the SNR rather than exponentially, as was the case for the nonfading Gaussian channel. The expression given in (38) can be rewritten as
where o(yb) is a function that goes to zero as yb --f co.
For the upper bound of Theorem 1 we must evaluate the probability of an error for dth-order diversity. This expression is given by [18] , [23] P,(dth-order diversity) = k (40) for the case where the Rayleigh variables are statistically independent. The value of ~1 above is given by (36).7 The asymptotic form of the above expression can be difficult to obtain [24] if Lemma 2 is not used. With the aid of Lemma 2 we can write P,(dth-order diversity) < 1
where the tightest bound is obtained by choosing 3, = 2E"'/N0 to give
Thus the probability of a block error can be upper-bounded by P,(block) < (43) which can be written in the form given by (39). These results yield the following theorem. Theorem 6: For the Rayleigh fading channel the probability of an error for Algorithms 1-3 and correlation decoding is bounded by
where p is given by (36). As the SNR increases, the asymptotic behavior of the upper and lower bounds is the same to within a multiplicative constant and is given by
The coefficient K = exp [ -o(yJ In (yb)] is in this case not a function of the yb.
which for high SNR behaves as ' For several other forms of modulation the expression given by (40) is valid as long as the value of p is redefined. As an example for binary differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) the value of p is [23] OJbRMYbR + 1). Corollary 3: For the Rayleigh fading channel the asymptotic behavior of the probability of error for Algorithms 1-3 exhibits the same behavior with increasing SNR as a maximum-likelihood decoder.
Also from Theorem 2 we have the following corollary. Corollary 4: For the Rayleigh fading channel the results of Theorem 6 and Corollary 3 apply for Algorithms l-3, and correlation decoding when a threshold given by W,(T,), k 2 d -1, is used.
C. Performance Comparison With Conventional Binary Decoding
For conventional binary decoding the probability of a block error for a code of minimum distance d is given by This increase in the code's error-correcting capabilities results in a change in the exponent by the factor d/(e + 1). Thus, for d even an asymptotic improvement in the SNR for the Gaussian channel of 3 dB is achieved by decoding with channel measurement information.8 For the Rayleigh 8 It is interesting to note that for high SNRs this 3-dB performance gain does not show up in the random coding exponent [6] , but can be verified from the expurgated exponent [2] , which is a considerably tighter bound for lab -+ cg. fading channel the use of channel measurement information can result in a SNR improvement considerably larger than 3 dB, since the error probability varies algebraically with yb and changes from (e + l)th-order diversity behavior to the behavior of a dth-order diversity system.
V. COMPUTER SIMULATED RESULTS
In the previous section the bounds derived were useful in determining the asymptotic behavior of the error probability, but were not tight enough to distinguish the performance differences for Algorithms 1-3. In this section we compare by computer simulations the performance of the various decoding algorithms for binary antipodal signals over the Gaussian and Rayleigh fading channels. The code chosen is the distance 8 (24,12) extended Golay code.
To make the comparisons more meaningful, we first obtain three reference curves for both channels. These curves are the probability of a bit error for uncoded data, the probability of a bit error for conventional binary decoding of an extended Golay code, i.e., all patterns of one, two, and three errors are corrected and patterns of four errors are detected but not corrected, and a tight lower bound on the probability of bit error for a correlation decoder. This lower bound is actually the probability of an undetected bit error for Algorithm 1 used with a threshold of W,(T,), which by Theorem 3 is a valid lower bound. The behavior of these reference curves as a function of yb are shown on Figs. 5 and 6 for the Gaussian channel and the Rayleigh fading channel, respectively. It is noted that the probability of a bit error on a decoded block of data is plotted, rather than P,,(block), so that a fair comparison can be made between an uncoded and coded signaling scheme.
From Fig. 5 we see that at P, = 10m5, conventional binary decoding offers a 2-dB saving in power and correlation decoding offers a 4-dB improvement. Asymptotically the binary decoding gain is 3 dB [note that the exponent in (48) is R(e + l)y, = 2y,], and the channel measurement decoding gain is 6 dB [exponent in (34) is Rdy, = 4yJ. For the fading channel shown in Fig. 6 the corresponding savings in power are considerably larger, as can be seen by comparing the slopes of the three reference curves. For high SNR the probability of error decreases at a rate of one order of magnitude per 10 dB for uncoded data, per 2.5 dB for binary Golay decoding, and per 1.25 dB for correlation decoding.
On Fig. 7 the three decoding algorithms are compared for the Gaussian channel. The lower bound on correlation decoding from Fig. 5 is included and the theoretical upper bound on P,(block) given by (33), which is also an upper bound on P,, is included. From this figure we note that the performance of Algorithms 1 and 2 are indistinguishable Note that for Algorithm 2 only 2Ld'2i = 16 test patterns are used. Furthermore, we have the somewhat surprising result that performance of a correlation decoder is achieved by Algorithms 1 and 2 for SNR almost as low as 0 dB. The performance of Algorithm 3, while asymptotically optimum, is somewhat inferior to the previous algorithms. The corresponding curves for the fading channel shown in Fig. 8 illustrate a larger spread between the performance of the various decoding algorithms. The theoretical upper bound on this figure given by (44) does not provide a good estimate of the error probability, but its slope indicates that the error probability for decoding a Golay code with channel measurements decreases at a rate of one order of magnitude per 1.25 dB, as in the case for eighth-order diversity.
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APPENDIX I
A.
Proof of Theorem I
The upper bound on P,(block) given by Theorem I is valid for Algorithms l-3 and correlation decoding. The proof for each of the even though Algorithm 1 is considerably more complex. separately. In general, we will show for all four possible cases that if a block error occurs, there exists a set Sd of d weighted decision statistics such that where the transmitted codeword is assumed to be the all-zero sequence, i.e., a negative value of wiuI indicates an error before decoding. Once we show that condition (50) is a necessary condition for a block error, we can write P,(block) < Pr C wlvi < 0 for some set Sd . In (52) we assume that all sets of d decision statistics have the same probability of having a negative sum.
To prove Theorem 1, we begin with the shortest proof that applies to correlation decoding. I) Correkution Decoding: For this case an error will be made if the analog weight of the true error pattern denoted as W,(Z) is greater than the analog weight of some other error pattern denoted as W&Z'). If we denote S(Z) as the set i for which the letters of Z are equal to 1, i.e., the locations of the true error pattern, and S(Z') as the set i giving the location of the errors in the pattern Z', we can write the above condition as c lwutl < c IWU~I.
For all i E S(Z) the weighted decision statistics are negative so that from (53) we can obtain the following negative sum:
Since the code has a minimum distance of d, the number of different decision statistics in the union of sets S(Z) and S(Z) must be at least d. Note that the number of l's in Z' 0 Zis the binary distance between two distinct codewords. Now if we retain those w,ui contained in S(Z') and not contained in S(Z) [i.e., those i E S(Z') fl j(Z)], the left side of (54) can be lower-bounded by the following negative summation:
iES(Z')nS(Z) i& (Z) which contains at least d terms. Since the d lowest terms in (55) must form a negative sum, we have shown that (50) is a necessary condition for an error when correlation decoding is used.
2) Algorithm 1: For this algorithm only those error patterns of binary weight less than d are tested. Now a block error will be made if one of the following two events occur.
i) The true error pattern is considered and its analog weight is higher than some other error pattern considered by the given algorithm.
ii) The true error pattern is not considered by the given algorithm. If a block error is made because of the first condition, i.e., (53) is true, the proof of Theorem 1 is the same as given in 1).
In the second case a block error is made because the true error pattern is not considered. However, since all error patterns with less than d members are tested, the true error pattern must have at least d members. By retaining d members of the true error pattern that contains all negative values of wiui, we can satisfy condition (50) and hence Theorem 1.
3) Algorithm 2: As was true for Algorithm 1, there are two events for a block error.
The proof for the case when the true error pattern is considered and its analog weight is not the lowest is the same as given previously.
For the case when the true error pattern is not tested, there must exist at least L(d + 1)/2j errors, i.e., negative values of wiuI, outside the set containing the ld/2J lowest channel measurements. The combined set of weighted decision statistics made up of the [ (50) is also satisfied for the remaining event, i.e., when the true error pattern is not tested, is somewhat more involved. For simplicity we will restrict the proof of this event to the case where the code's minimum distance is even. The case where d is odd can be treated in a very similar manner.
Our goal is to show that (50) holds when the true error pattern is not obtained by perturbing the received binary sequence Y with test patterns T0,TI,T3,. + 1 ,Td-r, where the notation Ti is used to represent a test pattern that has i l's in the i positions of lowest confidence values.
We start by assuming that the true error contains exactly d/2 errors and is not tested by Algorithm 3. Note that if the true error pattern has less than d/2 errors, it must be tested.
Since the binary decoder is capable of finding error patterns with To show that (SO) is true in this case, we first combine pairwise the error with the lowest confidence value (in Fig. 9 this is an error of rank 2) with a correct digit of lower confidence value (in Fig. 9 this is one of rank l), so that the su.m of two weighted decision statistics is negative. Similarly, we can form a pairwise negative sum for each of the d/2 digits in error. Combining these d/2 negative sums yields a sum of d weighted decision statistics, which is less than zero, satisfying (50) for the case when the true error pattern has d/2 errors.
In the general case for any error pattern with d/2 + i (i = 1,2,. . ., d/2 -1) (50) can be shown to be true by first noting that the d/2 highest ranking digits in the actual error pattern must have ranks at least as high as those shown in Fig. 9 . Note that if the number of errors in the actual pattern is greater than d/2, there must be at least (and generally more than) d/2 errors outside S(T,), (d/2) -1 errors outside S(T,), etc. The remaining i digits of the error pattern, i.e., those that have a lower rank than the d/2 highest ones, can occupy at most i positions of order less than d. Thus, in Fig. 9 at most i of the available d/2 positions of rank less than d with wlr)i > 0 (indicated by 0) can be occupied by actual errors (indicated by X). However, the required d/2 pairwise negative sums can still be formed by, in some cases, combining two negative values of wiui.
We now have shown that (50) holds when the true error pattern is not selected by Algorithm 3 for error patterns of up to d -1 members. To complete the proof, we note that if the true error pattern contains more than d -1 members, the required negative sum of d terms can be formed by using d members of the actual error pattern.
B. Proqf of Theorem 2
In this section we will derive the upper bound given in Theorem 2, which is valid when a threshold is used for correlation decoding and Algorithm 1-3. The set of error patterns to be tested is now required to have an analog weight less than or equal to a threshold based on the sum of the k lowest confidence values. The analog weight of this threshold is actually the analog weight of a test pattern Z',, which has l's in the k lowest channel measurement positions and is denoted as WJTK).
To simplify the proof of this theorem, much of the argument presented will be based on the proof of Theorem 1. We start by listing the following three events for a block error.
i) The true error pattern is considered and its analog weight is higher than some other error pattern considered. A block error must be made under this condition whether or not the analog weight of the error patterns under consideration are less than the threshold.
ii) The true error pattern is not considered by the given algorithm. (This condition cannot happen for correlation decoding.) As in the above case, a block error must be made under this condition regardless of the relative value of the threshold.
iii) The true error pattern is considered by the given decoding algorithm, but cannot be selected because its analog weight is greater than the chosen threshold.
Since events i) and ii) do not depend on a threshold, we have from the proof of Theorem 1 that (50) is a necessary condition for those events to be true. Our efforts can now be devoted to finding a necessary condition for an error when event iii) occurs.
For this case we have that the analog weight of the true error pattern W,(Z) is greater than W,(T,). Letting S(T,) be the set of i giving the locations of the k lowest channel measurements and S(Z) the set of i for the true error pattern, we can write event iii) as Assume for the moment that the number of errors in the true error pattern is r and r 5 k, the number of members in the set S(T,). Since (56) holds, at most r -I of the ryivi contained in S(Z) can also be contained in S(T,). Thus, there exist at least k -(r -1) wiui contained in the set S(T,) and not contained in the set S(Z). Combining k -(r -I) positive wivi contained in S(T,) n (,?Z) and the r negative wiui contained in S(Z) yields a negative sum c wiui < 0,
is& + 1 where SI, + r is a set of k + 1 weighted decision statistics. For the case when the number of errors in the true error pattern is greater than k, i.e., r 2 k + 1, (57) still holds by forming a negative sum with k + 1 members of the true error pattern.
Comparing (57) to (50), we note that the summation with the minimum number of witii yields a necessary conditions for a block error when decoding with a threshold. Note that the summation with the larger number of terms is still a negative sum when some of its highest value terms are removed. Thus, an upper bound for correlation decoding and Algorithms l-3 when a threshold of W,(T,) is used follows from (50) to (52) and is given by I. INTRODUCTION I N AN earlier paper, a decoding algorithm [1] that enabled correction of random errors up to the number guaranteed by the minimum distance was given for iterated codes when one of the component codes was majority decodable [2] . In the present paper, the decoding algorithm is generalized to the case where neither of the component codes is majority decodable and also to the case when the component codes can correct simultaneous burst and random errors [3] . The extensions to the case when the Manuscript received January 16, 1970; revised July 8, 1970 ; November 12, 1970; and June 5, 1971 . This research was supported in part by NSF Grants GK-10025 and GK-2990.
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. component codes can correct burst and random errors simultaneously considerably improve the known capabilities of iterated codes. The algorithm is an adaptation of a decoding scheme proposed by Forney for concatenated codes [4] .
To minimize the introduction of new notation and also for the sake of completeness, some results of Forney are presented [4] . We treat the binary case only, though all the results are extendable in a straightforward way to the nonbinary case. Notation due to Forney [4] is used in this section.
Vectors are considered as binary vectors and also as vectors over real numbers. When vectors are considered as real vectors, binary zero is replaced by -1 and the binary 1 is considered as 1 over the real numbers. If a and x are two real vectors, then a. x is the inner product of a and X.
The following two theorems are used to help prove the properties of the new decoding algorithm.
Theorem I (Forney) [4] : There is at most one codeword X, from a binary block code of length n and minimum distance d such that a ' x, > n -d when the coordinates
